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  . . has been committed to a mental hospital . . . and now wants to escape. She decides to use her state of mind to . . . . BATTLE SYSTEM The battle system involves three separate segments, all connected to each other, where one action will affect the others. You can shift between those three separate battle segments. Characters will move on the battlefield in accordance with their main stats. The
characters will do special actions depending on what kind of attacks you use. This is Yui Komori's struggle as she enters the mental hospital. Natsume Yujincho (７００万番真) and Kizumi-kun (６００万番深） are the primary voices of the game. They also did the soundtrack. Both of them worked on Nocturne in the Past. Sekai Meikyuu Fuzoku no Mita Theta (７００万番真) and Akashi-kun (５００万番深） are the
primary voices of the game. Both of them worked on The Last. Both of them worked on Sekai Meikyuu Fuzoku no Mita Shou. Character Debuts & Voice Actors A.S.A.N.A and Yui Komori are the playable characters. The others are NPCs. Yui Komori. The hero of the game. She was once in a mental hospital, so she was transferred to another hospital. In the hospital she is calm and gentle, but the

hospital is too quiet for her, so she escapes. At first she meets Reimu Hakurei. A well-known mascot character. She is a person with her own worldview and has zero interest in the world around her. She often goes on long walks in the town. She is just like the hero character of the game. The heroine. She is a member of Yui's household. She is in a position of power and very 82157476af
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